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The distilled water was exposed to a cold atmospheric plasma (CAP) generated by the
piezotransformer. The treatment was carried out on a six-well plate. Exposure time was
from 30 s to 10 min. The emission spectra were obtained. Physical and chemical changes
of activated water were observed for 8 days. The reactive oxygen and nitrogen species
(RONS) were investigated. RONS production dependence on the exposure time and
RONS lifetime in the treated liquid was determined using absorbance spectra. Quantitative
assessment was made of the nitrite and nitrate concentration change over time after
treatment. The medium conductivity and redox potential varied linearly depending on
exposure time. The pH value change correlates with nitrate anion concentration. The
concentration of peroxide hydrogen increased depending on CAP water treatment
duration. The RONS concentration after liquid media processing with piezoelectric
direct discharge CAP is a novel result. Biogeosystem Technique provides CAP
activated water agriculture synergetic effect.

Keywords: piezoelectric direct discharge, reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, plasma activated water, dielectric
barrier discharge, cold atmospheric plasma

INTRODUCTION

Current agriculture badly influences the soil and plant health and productivity and is incapable of
ensuring a sustainable ecosphere response to the high-tech stimulants [1–4]. The nonequilibrium
nonthermal atmospheric plasma (cold plasma) has attracted researchers in various fields of medicine
and biology, including agriculture, as a high-tech stimulant [5–8]. Cold plasma is helpful for the
standard temperature and pressure liquid media and heat-sensitive materials processing. This is
promising for the live biological targets processing that cannot withstand high temperature and
reduced pressure. Cold plasma processing allows creating the new technologies in medicine,
veterinary medicine, food industry, agriculture, and other fields of research and practice [9–12].
Several methods have been developed for generating the nonequilibrium atmospheric plasma at
atmospheric pressure. Cold atmospheric plasma (CAP) could be generated using a gas flow (or the
gas mixture flow) to produce the outlet plasma flux [13, 14]. This application of CAP is well
documented in publications. One more CAP generation method is the stationary air volume
processing. Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is used for the CAP excitation [15, 16]. The DBD
current is limited to dozens of microamperes to exclude the treated surface high temperature. The
DBD could be applied to various media: chemical compounds, energetic electrons and low-energy
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ions, electromagnetic fields, ultraviolet radiation, and other. The
DBD not only modifies the object surface, but also changes the
properties of biological environment being treated. The DBD
synergistic effect in liquid media has been found useful for
medical and biological application. Numerous works proved
the CAP successful use for surfaces’ sterilization, healing
wounds, immunity stimulations, and other [11, 17–20]. This
effect is used in medical CAP devices all over the world [21].
Of interest are results of the cell medium or organism exposure to
CAP. The CAP has been applied directly on the medium with
cells or to the fluid without cells and further addition of the
processed fluid to the cell medium or organism. A cascade of
chemical reactions occurs at the liquid-gas interface involving
active particles generated in plasma. The main effect is the liquid
enrichment with reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as hydroxyl
radical (•OH), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), peroxyl radical
(HO2

•), and superoxide anion radical (O2
−•), as well as with

reactive nitrogen species (RNS), such as nitrogen monoxide and
peroxynitrite. Currently, there is a growing interest in
pharmacology in CAP activated media. Thus, a new line of
research has emerged—plasma pharmacy, whose results will be
used later for the new drugs creation. Studies show that plasma-
treated media can maintain bactericidal properties for a long time
[19, 20, 22]. To describe the processes that occur when cold
plasma acts on various objects and liquids, it is necessary to
understand well what chemicals and in what proportions are
formed in the processed medium itself, and how the cold plasma
treatment mode affects the resulting product function and
biological efficiency. The application of CAP for the liquid and
soil media processing, as well as the processed media properties, is
not well documented in publications.

As the CAP sources the laboratory prototype units created at
the Prokhorov General Physics Institute of the Russian Academy
of Sciences were used [23].

These devices were developed on the piezoceramic
transformers basis [24]. CAP can be created using the inert
gas (He or Ar) flow. In this study a direct atmosphere piezo-
discharge has been used. The objects of the study were plasma
activated media (PAM) and, in particular, plasma activated water
(PAW) [25].

Conventional DBD power supply should be equipped with
protective devices and ballast resistances to prevent an arc
discharge. This limits the current and reduces system
efficiency. The piezotransformer used in our work has an
advantage. The unit does not allow an arc discharge, even
with a short circuit in the output. When working on liquids,
including water, we use a DBD short pulses set. Pulse duration is

from 10 to 100 ns. Pulses are generated on the piezotransformer
output electrode both in the positive and in the negative high
voltage half-periods. These pulses form microdischarges moving
along the surface of the liquid and creating conditions for the
plasmochemical reactions in the processed media surface layer.
The average temperature in the volume of liquid varies slightly.
The unique transfer of chemical reactivity and energy from the
gas phase to water occurs in the absence of any other chemicals
but leads to a product with significant biological activity called
plasma activated water (PAW). These features make PAW an
environmentally friendly solution for a wide range of
biotechnological applications, from water purification and seed
treatment to pharmacology and biomedicine.

The measurement of RONS concentrations and redox
properties changes in PAW generated with piezoelectric direct
discharge CAP is a main novelty of the study.

Current agriculture needs for soil organic matter (SOM) and
humic substances (HS) functioning stimulation [26]. A
transcendental Biogeosystem Technique (BGT*) methodology
was proposed for the long-term soil system improving and
CAP activated water agricultural effective use [27, 28].

The aim of this paper was to study the CAP generation process
using the Prokhorov General Physics Institute of the Russian
Academy of Sciences original equipment, the piezoelectric direct
discharge CAP treated liquid media properties, to propose the
effective agricultural application of CAP activated water via BGT
methodology.

METHODS

In this work, the CAP was created using a laboratory prototype
unit created at the Prokhorov General Physics Institute of the

FIGURE 1 | Emission spectrum measurements setup.

FIGURE 2 | Photograph of the direct piezo-discharge CAP liquid media
surface treatment.
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Russian Academy of Sciences. The prototype unit provides CAP
excitation by the piezoelectric direct discharge. Excitation voltage
changes from 2 to 4 kV. The piezotransformer resonant
frequency is 20 kHz. The CAP generator total power
consumption does not exceed 6W. The single piezoelectric
discharge to the processed media (distilled water or other)
duration is about 10–20 ns [29].

The CAP liquid media treatment was carried out using
standard six-well plate methodology. The six-well plate
methodology allowed direct plasma treatment of the 5 ml
liquid medium volume in each well. The exposure time was
from 30 s to 10 min. Direct piezo-discharge device surface
contains a set of streamers. Every streamer has been turned on
sequentially. This operation mode provided permanent changing
of the plasma discharge position on the treated surface or in the
treated liquid volume. As a result, a mean water temperature
increment rate did not exceed the value of 0.5 °C min−1. Figure 1
shows a direct piezo-discharge emission spectra measuring
scheme.

The direct piezo-discharge CAP media treatment process is
presented in Figure 2 [25].

The CAP induced RONS generation in PAW was studied at
different plasma treatment regimes. Irradiation duration was
different. The following PAW parameters were studied.

The oscillograms weremade of the direct piezo-discharge CAP
voltage and current.

The N2 rotational temperature after liquid media treatment
with CAP was evaluated using the AvaSpec-2048 spectrometer
(330–1,100 nm). The spectrometer was calibrated using
AvaLight-HAL-CAL halogen light source. The rotational
temperature N2 and vibrational temperatures were calculated
via the standard procedure (see Results). The compound
generation rate was estimated based on the treated medium
ultraviolet absorption spectra change in the range of
190–280 nm [30]. Spectrophotometry was used for the media
initial study. The UV radiation source was DDS-30 deuterium
lamp. The UV radiation receiver was the AvaSpec-2048FT-4-RM
spectrometer of the range of 199–320 nm (Figure 3). The power
source was stabilized. The distance from the radiation source to
the object was about 1.5 mm.

To obtain information on the RONS generation in distilled
water, the UV radiation absorption spectra were studied at the
various plasma treatment doses (the dose value depended on the
radiation duration). Reference (normalizing) UV spectrum was
recorded of UV radiation passed through a quartz cuvette with
untreated distilled water. After that, the distilled water treated by
CAP was poured in quartz cuvette.

UV study of the CAP treated water has been made in a quartz
cuvette. The quartz cuvette transmits the UV radiation

wavelength beginning from 190 nm. Cuvette internal
transverse dimension was of 10 mm. The NO2

− concentration
was calculated from the absorbance curve. Water electrical
conductivity was measured using a Cond 6 + conductometer
(Eutech Instruments). The water redox potential was measured
using an Expert 001–1 multielectrode meter (Econix). The pH
value was obtained using the I-500 pH meter Aquilon. The H2O2

concentration was determined using the enhanced
chemiluminescence method in the luminol-4-iodophenol-
peroxidase system. More details of the developed experimental
technique and standard methods used in research can be found in
publications [31–33].

RESULTS

Absorbance Spectrum of the Plasma
Activated Water
The direct piezo-discharge CAP voltage and current plots are
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows a typical piezo-discharge emission spectrum
obtained using an AvaSpec-2048 spectrometer (330–1,100 nm).
The rotational temperature N2 was calculated from the
unresolved rotational structure of the 0→0 band radiation,
while the value obtained was around Trot � 1,400 K.

Absorption was highest of nitrite ion (NO2
−) and nitrate ion

(NO3
−) [25, 31].

The UV radiation spectrum passed through a quartz cuvette
with CAP treated distilled water was divided into a reference
spectrum. Figure 6 showed a UV transmission spectrum of the
distilled water treated with piezo-discharge plasma for 30 s.

Maximal absorbance was registered at a wavelength of 209 nm.
The absorbance decline was about 15–20% at the wavelength of
200 nm and 30–35% at the wavelength of 230 nm (Figure 6). The
“transmittance” and “absorbance” curves in other publications on

FIGURE 3 | UV transmission spectrum measurements setup.

FIGURE 4 | Graph of current and voltage over time change.
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the CAP study look similar to Figure 6. Only peak amplitude
differs. Figure 6 is important concerning the RONS
concentration estimation technique. This figure shows that
transmittance and absorbance extremums are related to a
certain wavelength. This wavelength reflected a presence of the
specific ions in the liquid. The decline of absorbance in a
wavelength of 209 nm indicated the NO3

−, H2O2, and O2

molecules contribution to the absorption, although the NO3
−

extinction coefficient was about two times higher than that
of NO2

−.
The nitrate concentration was calculated according to

absorbance data (Figure 6) and assuming the fact that nitrite
ion production was much higher than that of the nitrate ion.
Nitrite ion (NO2

−) production graph in distilled water (volume

5 ml) is presented in Figure 7 depending on the piezo-discharge
exposure time.

The initial time t � 0 min on Figures 8, 9 corresponds to the
end of distilled water piezo-discharge processing procedure. The
distilled water absorbance curve over time change after treatment
for 3 min is shown in Figure 8.

The peak absorbance (Figure 8) increased and shifted toward
a shorter wavelength in the 8 days after treatment in comparison
with the data of 1 h after treatment. The wavelength region about
210–240 nm also shifted.

Figure 9 showed the NO2
− concentration change in distilled

water after direct piezo-discharge treatment. Optical absorption
changes were tracked for 8 days. The measurements were carried
out in two cuvettes. The first cuvette was kept at a room
temperature of 23 °C. The second cuvette was placed in the
refrigerator at a temperature of 4 °C. The results are close to
one another.

The Main Reactive Oxygen and Nitrogen
Species Characteristics of Distilled Water
After the Liquid Treatment With
Piezoelectric Direct Discharge Cold
Atmospheric Plasma
Figure 10 showed the RONS parameter depending on the
piezoelectric direct discharge cold plasma exposure time and
the time of water preservation after CAP treatment. The
piezotransformer, the power source, and over time water
preservation regime after treatment were the same. The
measurements were fulfilled immediately after CAP water
treatment and 24 h later. The medium conductivity and redox
potential changed linearly depending on exposure time. The pH
value change correlates well with nitrate anion concentration.
The H2O2 concentration was shown only for the moment 0 h to
diversify Figure 10 look. This has been made because the H2O2

stability is similar to other RONS. The value of every RONS
increased linearly depending on CAP water treatment duration.
The RONS concentration including hydrogen peroxide remains
at a certain level for several days (up to a month).

FIGURE 5 | The direct piezo-discharge emission spectrum in the atmosphere under normal conditions.

FIGURE 6 | UV transmittance and absorbance spectrum of CAP
activated water. The volume of treated water 5 ml, exposure time 30 s.
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Robotic Plasma Activated Water Based
Plant Protection System
The system was proposed for the plant protection via biological
drug and CAP PAW synergy applied into soil (2) [35]. Method
(Figure 11) envisages a pulsed intrasoil discrete injection of liquid
biological drug based on CAP activated water (1, 3). Pulsed
intrasoil discrete watering with CAP activated water (4)
follows drug injection. The robotic system comprises energy
supply unit (5), positioning and control unit (6), liquid
biological drug source (7), and piezoelectric direct discharge
CAP induced PAW source (8).

DISCUSSION

The data showed that CAP water treatment provides a significant
change of the liquid media properties. The PAW usefulness has
already been revealed by long-term research in different scientific
fields, including our contribution [25, 31–33].

The direct piezo-discharge CAP voltage and current
(Figure 4) oscillograms were typical for the process.

The piezo-discharge emission spectrum in Figure 5 was a
system of the various N2 bands. The rotational temperature N2

was around Trot � 1,400 K.
When treating with CAP, the long-lived RONS compounds

appeared in the liquid. These were NO2
−, NO3

−, O2, H2O2, and
other (1)–(5).

H2O + e− →OH• +H•, (1)

2OH• →H2O2, (2)

2HOO• →H2O2 +O2(aq), (3)

2NO• + O2 → 2NO•
2, (4)

2NO•
2 +H2O→ 2NO−

2 + 2NO−
3 + 2H+, (5)

Nitrite ion (NO2
−) content in PAW increased according to the

piezo-discharge exposure time. Based on the absorbance change
(Figure 8), it can be assumed that the nitrite ion is partially
transformed over time after treatment to the nitrate ion. These
processes can be described by chemical reactions (6)–8) [34].

2H+ + 2NO−
2 →NO• + 2NO•

2 +H2O, (6)

2NO• + O2(aq)→ 2NO•
2, (7)

4NO•
2 + O2(aq) + 2H2O→ 4NO−

3 + 4H+, (8)

The nitrate ion extinction coefficient was greater, and its peak
absorbance was in the wavelength of 200 nm. Taking into account
the small change of the value, a quantitative assessment was made
of the nitrite ion concentration change over time after treatment.
The evaluation was made based on absorbance at a wavelength of
230 nm. At this wavelength, the nitrite ion absorbance was greater
than that of the nitrate ion.

The data on the nitrite concentration preservation in PAW
depending on storage time are well documented for the standard
CAP sources. The data of nitrite concentration depending on the
storage time after the liquid piezoelectric direct discharge CAP
processing (Figure 9) showed the nitrite ion (NO2

−) preservation
in PAW.

Nitrite ion (NO2
−) content in PAW increased according to the

piezo-discharge exposure time. In 8 days after PAW producing,
the nitrite ion partially transforms to the nitrate ion [25].

The data obtained in this study using the piezoelectric direct
discharge CAP have certain correspondence to the data
obtained by the standard CAP generation methods. This fact
is indirect evidence of this paper approach to PAW producing.
Figures 4–9 data reliability can be assessed as well. RONS
producing is a CAP generation and application to liquid
media result. The RONS concentration in PAW after its
processing with piezoelectric direct discharge CAP is a main
novelty of the study. The results are promising for further
research in various fields.

The data presented in Figures 4–9 showed that the PAW
medium nitrite ion (NO2

−) and nitrate ion (NO3
−) content,

electrical conductivity, redox potential, electrical conductivity,
and H2O2 concentration strongly changed under the influence
of CAP. These parameters are vital for the plant organogenesis. In
plant organism and in rhizosphere, electrical conductivity, redox
potential, pH, and hydrogen peroxide concentration are
permanently changing via different biological regulatory
mechanisms. If the physical methods of organogenesis

FIGURE 7 | The generation of the nitrite ion (NO2
–) (μmol L−1) in distilled water volume of 5 ml depending on direct piezo-discharge exposure time.
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stimulation successfully get to the biological material and signaling
chains, this supports a biological process. On the one hand, the
stimulation increases a production result of agrophytocenosis. On
the other hand, the stimulation should be capable of providing the
long-term soil system stability. There is a successful experience of
PAW biological applications. Activated liquid is used in the
biomedical and biological research and food preservation. A
positive influence of PAW enriched with RONS (mainly H2O2

and NO2
–) on plant growth is well documented [25, 31–33].

FIGURE 8 | (A) Change with time of the absorbance curve of distilled
water after treatment. Processingwas carried out for 3 min in thewell of the plate
with a liquid volume of 5 ml. (B) The change in the concentration of nitrite ion
(NO2–) in distilled water after treatment. Processing was carried out for 3
min in the well of the plate with a liquid volume of 5 ml, T1 � 23 °C, T2 � 4 °C.

FIGURE 9 | Dependence of the treated media conductivity (A), redox
potential (B), pH (C), and H2O2 concentration (D) on the exposure time.
Measurements were taken immediately after processing and 24 h after
processing.
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The H2O2 concentration, electrical conductivity, redox
potential, and pH of water treated with piezoelectric direct
discharge CAP are of great interest (Figure 10). PAW produced
via piezoelectric direct discharge CAP is a new field of plant study.
This kind of PAW is promising sphere for CAP agricultural
application. In particular, there is a possibility to apply the
liquid processed by piezoelectric direct discharge CAP into the soil.

Unfortunately, agriculture as the most important sphere of
human activities in the biosphere is under the dominance of
obsolete technical means and technologies contradicting the
biological nature of soil and plants. This is the main cause of
PAW and other up-to-date methods’ low agricultural result in plant
and soil stimulation. The current agriculture technology equipment
is its incapability to provide a PAW efficacy as there is no possibility
to produce and immediately apply the PAW as a perishable short-
term substance to plant and/or soil. This is a partial problem. But
the main reason to reassess current agriculture technologies as a
whole is their adverse and dangerous biosphere result.

The soils are degrading now. The water scarcity problem is
getting worse. Waste recycling problem is insoluble in the
current environmental technology framework [35]. The
listed technological breakdowns cause the plant lower
phytopathological resistance, adverse quality of agricultural
production, and bad plant and soil health [36, 37]. The task
is to save and expand the biological process on the Earth. The
CAP activated water is capable of making a significant
contribution to the modern environmental management
problem resolution. But these opportunities now would be
“dissolved” in the disadvantages of outdated technologies.

There is a need for utterly new approach to biosphere strategic
management to use the CAP activated water biological
opportunities successfully.

We have proposed a transcendental Biogeosystem Technique
(BGT*) methodology for the long-term soil aggregate system and
water regime improvement, providing environmentally safe organic
and mineral wastes recycling and soil-microbiological community
stimulation [35]. This methodology is an attempt to overcome the
standard land use technologies drawbacks and increase the soil
system continuity and its biological function and obtain better
conditions for SOM and HS functioning and better spatial
organization of soil structured polymicrobial biofilms. The BGT*
components are soil geophysical conditioning via intrasoil milling
of the 20–45 cm soil layer; pulse intrasoil continuously discrete
watering for improved plant water regime; intrasoil substances
application in the course of intrasoil milling. The BGT*
methodology provides soil aggregate multilevel system formation
and stability, optimized soil water regime, and water scarcity
overcoming. This is helpful for biodegradation control, enriched
nutrients biogeochemical cycling, higher soil C content, high soil
productivity, plant resistance to phytopathogens stimulation, and
soil health [36–40]. New high soil environment conditions are a
priority for HS [41, 42] and successful CAP activated water
application [31–33]. Plant stimulation is closely linked to the
plant protection from pathogens. We proposed new
transcendental system for the plant protection via biological
drug and CAP activated water synergy applied to soil
(Figure 11) [35]. The method envisages the liquid biological
drug based on CAP activated water pulsed intrasoil discrete

FIGURE 10 |Method of liquid biological drug based on CAP activated water pulsed intrasoil discrete injection and followed pulsed intrasoil discrete watering with
CAP activated water.
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injection (1, 3) and followed pulsed intrasoil discrete watering (4)
from the CAP activated water source (5).

The liquid biological drug supply and following watering
(Figure 11) are provided by immersion of syringe element (1) into
the soil (2). The biological drug provides pathogen suppression. The
watering (4) is performed about 3–5 days after biological drug apply.
The watering (4) is repeated in sequence if needed, about 3–4 times
with a period about 3–7 days. The method provides improved
conditions for the applied biological objects PAW stimulated
development inside the soil. Moreover, the improved prerequisites
are provided for the biological objects on the not-less-important stage
of postapplication development via PAW stimulated water regular
injection to the soil under the zone of biological objects development.
This ensures reliable pathogens prevention, soil health, and high-
quality biological production. The syringe element (1), energy supply
unit (5), positioning and control unit (6), CAP induced PAW
generation source (7) on a transportation unit (not shown in
Figure 11) comprise a minimal component of the new robotic
system for plant biological protection.

In this configuration, the PAW over time stability problem
shifts to another focus. The combined system of activated water
production and supply by a single device dramatically solves the
problem of activated water parameters deterioration with time of
storage, since the PAW is supplied into the soil immediately after
the CAP water treatment. At the same time, the study of PAW
stability after application to soil environment is urgent. The PAW
stimulative effect potency and durability in soil are also
important, including an indirect and delayed stimulating effect.

CONCLUSION

The Prokhorov General Physics Institute of the Russian Academy
of Sciences laboratory prototype piezoelectric direct discharge
units are a reliable source of CAP. The oscillogram, spectrometry,
and UV study showed that distilled water treatment by direct
piezo-discharge for 30 s and for 3 min mainly produced the

nitrite ion persisting for the period of 8 days. Electrical
conductivity, redox potential, and H2O2 concentration in CAP
activated media increased with the treatment duration. The pH
value, on the contrary, decreased depending on the duration of
treatment, which is associated with the accumulation of nitrate
and nitrite anions in the CAP activated medium. The energy-
efficient CAP activated water can be applied in the agricultural
technology framework for the SOM and HS better functioning,
pathogens prevention, high-quality biological production, and
soil health on the BGT methodology basis.
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